
Simple Freedom  
Simple Duplicatable 1-2-3 Easy  
Marketing Cash Flow System 

 

“It’s Like Laying Out Food For Mice and 
Giving Them The Tools To Build Their 
Own Cage. Once They Start To Nibble 

They Back Themselves Right In!” 
 
 
Congratulations! You built your own box, caged yourself inside of  our 
system and no one knows better than YOU as to WHY this “system” works.  
 
Just back track and rewind what YOU did. Think back and notice  
HOW you systematically BUILT the CAGE that you now sit in called 
Simple Freedom, but it’s a good thing and a lot like sharing a treasure 
map with good friends and nice people.  
 
Because it feels good setting up other people to be able to associate, 
mingle, grow and earn in the GREATEST marketing “think tank” this 
industry has ever seen. Never forget that. YOU are on the side of good 
and you sell a tangible, value packed life-changing system.  
 
Look now at what YOU did… 
 

Other People Will Do Exactly What You Did. You’ll See. 
 
1. You “nested” inside of our live conference calls. 
2. You felt PAIN after you read our “Simple Freedom” booklet. 
3. You felt you would LOSE not using our system. 
4. You read the booklet MORE than once. 
5. You called our bank of 1-800 lines multiple times. 
6. You couldn’t stop listening to the audio mp3s. 
7. You weighed NOT ordering versus buying. 
8. You felt that somehow NOT ordering would wound you. 
9. You felt welcomed and THRILLED by our community. 
10. You felt like WE WERE like old friends. 
11. You saw an actual “system” that virtually no one has. 
12. You ADDED to YOUR imagination. You started to dream. 
 
 



“THE BOX – THE SYSTEM – THE MARKETING” 
 
ACT 1: Capture Prospects in Your Autoresponder 
 
** You have a prospect opt-in. 
** Either a friend or “opt-in.” 
** They are in our autoresponder too. 
** They are watching “The Show” now. 
** They are learning what we do. 
** They are now inside of your “net.” 
** Their attention is OURS. 
 
ACT 2: We eMail Prospect eBook, + Videos and Website 
 
** eMailed consistently packed with high value information. 
** Packaged neatly, our content comes in email, audio and video forms... 
** NOBODY does this. Addicted to ONLY internet and cold digital. 
** They will be jarred and unnerved. 
** They won’t be able to ignore this. 
** The information will unsettle them. 
** It’s BUILT to DO JUST THAT. 
** Your leads are in “The Box.” 
** Your website is presenting and teaching 24/7 round the clock! 
 
ACT 3: Now THEY Begin To Build Their Own Cage 
 
** They take booklet to work with them. 
** They CAN’T stop studying this thing! 
** They ADD their IMAGINATION. “What if I…” 
** They listen to Audio Over and Over… 
** They start to feel LOST without us. 
** They build their own cage and back in happily. 
 
 
ACT 4: They Join The Simple Freedom Club 
 
** To relieve themselves they order. 
** They actually feel a relief in buying. 
** CALL them FIRST and be nice. 
** They want YOU to be very nice. 
** BRING them to a BENEFACTOR… 
** Relax. They built their own cage out of LOVERAGE! 
** They backed RIGHT into “The Box.” 
 
 



Every 20 to 50 Invites to “Free Training” You Send Could 
Bring Back $125 Direct Per Sale OR Higher Up To $625 & 

$1,497 Per Sale + Passive Income! SO SIMPLE. 
 
 

Simple Freedom Beginner’s Funnel: 
www.EasyMoneyMachine.net 

 
Simply get back to our teammate who invited you here. 

 
 
 

BIG LEVERAGE! Where the Big Boys & Girls Play: 
www.BigLeverage.com  

 
24 Hour Rec. Simple Freedom  

S-T-R-E-T-C-H Call of Prosperity: 
800-305-2146 

 
 

“You don’t have to get it right,  
you just have to get it going” 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Let’s Go A Bit DEEPER… 
 

What is Marketing? 
 
(How They Build Their Own CAGES and “Box” Themselves in…) 
 
 
** Good marketing excites people BEFORE it sells them. 
 
** Good marketing gives people REASONS to take the next step. 
(think: when HBO gives away FREE Weekends) 
 
** Great marketing conjures up FEELINGS of LOSS if the person decides 
NOT to use the product/service/system/membership… 
 
** Fabulous marketing uses EMOTION to connect people to the VALUE 
inside of the purchase (see Starbucks). 
 
** Marketing is graceful where SELLING is reserved for people who 
“hawk” and pitch because they can’t MARKET. 
 
** You were marketed INTO and built your own cage just as  
you backed yourself into a $4 cup of coffee at Starbucks! 
 
** You can sell an expensive PRODUCT like a TRIP to Disney or the 
Simple Freedom package if you sell EMOTION. 
 
** GREAT marketing (think Apple computer or Verizon Cellular) turns 
“customers” into FANS. 
 
Here is What The “SIMPLE FREEDOM” BOOKLET Does: 
 
** It proves that selling cheap low end affiliate products makes people 
LOSE their potential back-end sales. 
 
** It makes the reader feel almost DUMB for not ordering (see last page). 
 
** Makes the reader feel actually RIPPED OFF because they were never 
“let in” to these marketing LAWS. 
 
** The booklet was built to educate the readers into a level of 
KNOWING that they never knew existed. 
 



** The booklet 107% ANSWERS the questions in people’s heads,  
“How come I never made money at this before?” 
 
** The book PUSHES people back into the EXPERIENCE of SIMPLE 
FREEDOM which further gets them to sell themselves. 
 
** The booklet was written and designed to make people QUICKLY start 
to “cage” themselves inside of your BOX. 
 

Why The “TNT: Tuesday Night Training” Call and 
Recorded MP3s have BLOOD All Over Them! 

 
** I always say, “If you bait your hook with chum (dead bloody fish) the 
sharks will bite the bait.” 
 
** THIS Weekly Training Call has BLOOD all over it. The Recorded 
Audios are extremely P-A-I-N-F-U-L to listen to! 
 

** Why? Because it decodes EXACTLY, 1-2-3, HOW the listener is being 
screwed on the internet (we HELP people!). 
 
** You heard this audio and you heard our training calls. How did YOU 
react? Well – your prospects will feel the exact same way you did. 
 
 

I Tested This System with 14 People and Four (4) Tossed Back 
$1,497 I spent just around $75 and took in almost $6,000!  

 
 
** I did not mail this package to a “cold list.” Although I am going to NOW 
mail this to 50 on a list I bought. 
 
** I sent this SYSTEM to 14 people who were “BAKING” and soaking 
inside of our community online. 
 
** WHILE they were READING the booklet and listening to the “TNT” 
audios, they were also on our live calls. 
 
** NO SINGLE element here is the “answer.” It’s the equal parts – and 
there are many – that make up the whole. 
 
** I sold the ENTIRE “Simple Freedom Big Ticket PACKAGE”  
(both programs) for $1,497 and gave each (2) FREE Courses. 
 



** I used an old fashioned ETHICAL BRIBE and offered TWO FREE 
“Simple Freedom Courses” + bonus audios FREE. 
 
** After my prospects got my package I told them, “START now at $1,497 
and I’ll SAVE YOU $500 bucks PLUS throw in LTTW/SLF as a bonus. 
 
** I told them I would “SPIFF” them TWO Simple Freedom $97 courses 
that they could re-sell and earn $100% 
 
** They WANTED the ENTIRE program. They wanted to be qualified to 
EARN on everything.  
 
** They also, like anyone, wanted a “good deal.” So I threw in TWO $97 
courses they could re-sell anytime. 
 
** ALL FOUR people called ME. All four were caught within the system 
and freaked out (at $1,497) each. 
 
** I did not cut corners in order to save money. I sent ALL three 
components. 
 
** I sent the BOOKLET + the fifteen (15) sheet Spiral Marketing Report + 
the “TNT” audio MP3. 
 
** All wrapped NEATLY within a six and a HALF by 9 and a HALF manila 
envelope. 
 

Imagine Selling Something (This!) That No One 
Else Has. We Are The Only People Who Have This! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 



Here Are Invisible Things (Intangibles) of 
WHY The System Works 

 
Here is something I find to be VERY interesting and something that I 
believe you will find profound. And it is this… 
 
 
When people funnel and pipe through the entire system, they see a 
system that represents something NEW to them as in something they 
have yet to try. And that something “new” is mail-order and direct 
response. It’s also using and buying a precise McDonald’s kind of TRUE 
system. 
 
 
This and this ALONE makes the Simple Freedom brand a FORCE to 
be reckoned with (and it works!) 
 
 

Subtle Intangibles Which Answers The Questions, 
“Why Do People CRAVE This?” 

 
 
** 92% of all home based Networkers are PART-TIME people with JOBS 
who are LOSING money online. 
 
** They get NO support, have no true 1-2-3 SYSTEM, and they are 
desperately searching for something LEGITIMATE. 
 
** Have they ever seen a FREE FOCUS Society where they can 
MasterMIND? No. They haven’t. 
 
** Have they ever seen – ever, seen a TRUE 1-2-3 precise system? 
NEVER! And they see this as a panacea! 
 
** They have NEVER read, heard or seen ANYTHING like this before  
= BRAND NEW = “I think I better try this.” 
 
** The SIZE alone boggles people’s MINDS. Site + booklets + live calls + 
auto-responders + their own lead capture page + PROGRAMS + 
MEMBERSHIPS + RESIDUALS = WOW! 
 
** People literally GET CAUGHT and they CAGE themselves INSIDE of 
our marketing THINK TANK community. 
 



** No one gets HURT because our “Simple Freedom Mechanics” teaser 
course comes at a PAIN FREE commitment and they STILL get FREE 
Coaching and Training Calls and FREE TRAINING Vids on our TEAM 
BLOG and FREE CONTENT via email and on YOUR website…  
 
NOBODY GETS HURT learning how we work! 
 
** The WAY we speak and the SIMPLE FREEDOM language we use is a 
language NO ONE has ever heard before. 
 
** It just flat out feels good. The community is almost a larger “pull” 
than the obvious opportunity we promote. 
 
** The prospects hear die hard ZEALOTS on our calls who are  
“FREEDOM HEADS” and completely in love with this (think APPLE &  
The Grateful Dead!) 
 
** WE are the ONLY marketing program with our 88 page SIMPLE 
FREEDOM 1-2-3 TRAINING manual. 
 
 

Most Folks Secretly Think Like This To Themselves,  
Read This Slowly: 

 
 

WHO HAS TIME to Dart Down To The Post Office 
Every Day and Mail Packages To Strangers? 

 
 
And Then Mary Raised Her Hand And Very Politely Asked… 
 

“But Joe, This is VERY Different. Do You Mean To Tell Me You 
Actually Mail and Spend $3 Bucks to SEND a “HOME 

DELIVERED PACKAGE to ALL of Your Opt-Ins?” But Joe, My 
Other Program is AUTOMATED and my OTHER Company Never 

Asked Me to Hassle with Actually Marketing and Mailing out 
Expensive Packages. Please Joe, Enlighten me. Oh, and 

Thanks!” 
 
 

 
 



GREAT QUESTION! 
 
As someone that you look up to for direction and as someone you count 
on to tell you and show you things that only someone with my experience 
can show you, please, with your permission, let me BLOW your mind. 
 
 
What I am about to say is obvious. 
 
Then again, it escapes 99.9% of the people. And if you anchor your 
business to this philosophy over the next 90 days your BUSINESS will 
change. 
 
Are you ready? 
 
 
Alright then… 
 
 
Let me enlighten you… 
 
 

For it is only my PLEASURE to save you from certain marketing DOOM 
and to protect YOU from future loss. 
 
 

Let me explain WHY I gladly “with bells on” mail packages and do what 
almost no one else does. 
 
 

“No Wonder Franco Earns $1,000 to $4,000  
per Day Gosh Darn No Wonder!” 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

From Buck Hunter who Baits his Hooks With CHUM,  
“To Know Thy Beast Makes Their Capture Easier.” 

 
 

“It’s Easier To “Box” People When You Know 
Exactly Who They Are, How They Locate Their 

Food and To Know How The Animals Congregate 
and Hunt Themselves…” 

 
Lets Learn The Habits of Those We Hunt… 
 
 
** The key to UN-LOCK more prospects is to FORCE their 
PARTICIPATION into your funnel. 
 
** You do that by a home delivered package of relevant content loaded 
and laced (bait) with GREAT education. 
 
** People spend SECONDS at a website and bail out. MINUTES reading 
our online letters and WEEKS ON END at home with our “kit.” 
 
** YES, people, as you did, ACTUALLY soak, bake, meditate and ADD 
their TIME, MIND and IMAGINATION into our funnel. 
 
** THEY take our BOOKLET and MP3s to their JOBS, to bed and they 
read and read and build their own cages. 
 
** People online have MULTIPLE email accounts. Therefore they are 
NOT reading auto-responder letters faithfully all of the time.  
They CHEAT! 
 
** They got BURNED by vast amounts of people and assume YOU and me 
are the bogey-man as well (wink). 
 
** They are FOCUSED on the MLM that is stealing MORE of their money 
and NOT with us or what YOU sell. 
 
** The PROSPECTS are not downloading our REPORTS off our website. 
They are quickly SCANNING if at all. 
 
** PROSPECTS are spending only MINUTES online, killing time 
reviewing MANY OTHER opportunities as well as ours. 



 
** PROSPECTS are over wrought with so much NEW information online 
it becomes mental “noise” in their heads. 
 
** That is why I take them OFFLINE. I said that is why I hunt for them 
OFFLINE in their homes. OFF their computers. 
 
** I am the HUNTER and I know thy beast. That is why BUCK HUNTER 
captures them using their OWN mind. 
 
** I set the trap, bait the hook and then mail them FOOD that they 
CAN’T RESIST from which they BAKE in their own homes. 
 
** I present myself to my prospects IN THEIR HOMES and they TAKE the 
food and candy I mail them to their JOBS. 
 
** While on the internet you have SECONDS to sell and close people. 
With THIS system the process is extended W-E-E-K-S! 
 
** In my eBook, “CONQUERING CHAOS” I explain, “the LONGER 
they sit in your sales funnel the more they buy!” 
 
** It’s about EXTENDING the message into weeks VERSUS only minutes 
online. That way THEY CREATE more reasons to buy. 
 
 

I Market into Predictable Consumption.  
You Should Too. 

 
** Predictable consumption. That’s what this is. The prospect predictably 
shifts from observation to BUYING. 
 
** They predictably shift from BUYING (courses) to JOINING (Simple 
Freedom’s Programs) to JOINING our residual LEADS program  
(Tim Berger LTTW). 
 
** It’s all one big FAT beautiful predictable FORCED CONTINUITY 
symphony of multiple income streams. 
 
** It’s built to build me (and anyone else who wants to party with us) one 
BIG FAT Million Dollar lifestyle. Simple (but complete) Freedom. 
 
** It’s INTELLIGENT. It’s savvy, it’s hip and not to THINK or USE this 
environment is well, almost stupid. 



** OF COURSE I send out $3 packages! YOU would too if you could 
turn $3 into $125, $625 and $4,500 PROFITS. 
 
** You earn a FULL and Passive MONTHLY Income! 
 
** WHAT if your prospects (50 of them) received our info packages and 
ONLY 10 of them joined us at $625 – YOU would now be earning $500 
per sale (x 10) = $5,000 PLUS+ $125 (x 10) = $1,250 MONTHLY 
RESIDUAL with our 100% commissions on only 10 people! 
 
SHOW ME how much your MLM pays you? On 10 people and a little 
autoship… how many people needed for $5,000? How about $1,250 
monthly residual? 
 
** Wouldn’t you then invite MORE than 10 per day? Of course you 
would. It’s basic math. And what if they bought our top tier products? 
You earn $1,497 EACH PERSON. WOW! 
 
** The BACK END profits are SO HUGE it makes it a WISE business 
decision to mail $3 packages TEN TIMES per day! When you’re earning 
100% COMMISSIONS on passive and residual products, why not?! 
 
 

The LONGER “Part-Time Charlies” Hang Out 
and Market with Us, The MORE We Make! 

 
At Simple Freedom you can earn PASSIVE income from roll ups when 
your teammates join and make sales. That creates “passives” for you and 
I love that!  
 
PASSIVE is when YOU earn $500 because your GUY joined only at the 
$25 or the $125 package and got his first couple sales at $500 and HIS 
SALE ROLLS up to YOU = $500! Passives happen in ALL THREE of our 
main programs earning you $200, $500 and even $1,497 when OTHER 
PEOPLE market and invite people to us. 
 

I LOVE Being Able To Train EVERYONE so we ALL Make More 
Money! That’s is the spirit of Simple Freedom! 

 
The Simple Freedom Funnel: 
 
www.EasyMoneyMachine.net  


